MaTrax - material tracking system
Inhouse web-based system for logistics
The BWSC logistic system is an online tracking system with a supplier internet
user interface.
The MaTrax system includes a hierarchy of three levels:
Delivery
The delivery defines the shipment and includes information like supplier name,
purchase order, delivery address and ETA
Delivery

Package

Package
The package defines the item to be handled and includes information like size,
packing type, weight, storage conditions and lifting method
Materials
The material is the content and includes information like description, quantity, item
no, part no, weight and status.
All information is inherited down through the system. Suppliers name and
purchase order from the delivery is enherited to the package and to the material.
All three levels together form a logistic family.

Materials

Materials include Equipment such as pumps, motors, tanks - Bulks such as
screws, hangers, pipes - Consumables such as oil, grease, gas etc

Labeling
All materials are identified by a tag attached to each material. The tag
includes basic information and a 2D bar code (QR code). The QR code can
be scanned with a 2D scanner with an application also developed by BWSC.
When scanning a label all information for the material can be viewed
including all the family information from the packing and from the delivery.
The status field is used to register the status which can be ›In transit‹
›Received on site‹ ›Handed over to erection company‹ ›Erected‹ ›Wrong
quantity‹ ›Wrong quality‹

The database is stored on a Database server hosted by BWSC.
All suppliers have a unique login to the database, and can see and edit their
own purchase orders.
In the user interface there are 3 sheets equal to the 3 levels described above,
Materials, Packages, Deliveries.

Internet
User Interface

The suppliers type all the materials directly in the database in the 1st
sheet. Data can also be imported easily by a standard excel
worksheet.
In sheet 2 the material are put in packages by a simple drag & drop
method and each package is given a dimension and a handle
description.

Data access

In sheet 3 the packages are put into trucks (deliveries),
again by a simple drag & drop method. Each delivery is
given a date and ETA.
Everything is kept very simple and logical.

Data
base

When a material is scanned on the construction site, in
a workshop, warehouse or other places, the data is
immediately logged and transferred to the database
in the BWSC office. The information transferred
includes the material number, the status and the
GPS position. In this way it is always possible for
BWSC to track and trace a material, and see the
status of the material.
Similar the suppliers can always login and see the
same information for material included in their
purchase orders. As soon as a material is received and
approved on site, the status is visible in the suppliers
view. The supplier is therefore confident that his
equipment has been received on site and accepted.

MaTrax

All information is real-time.
Reporting
As MaTrax is based on a Database server, all reporting from the database is
easy through standard queries.
Automatic Shipping Notice reports are generated and sent on weekly basis
to the construction site and the erection contractor. The report includes
information of all deliveries in a two days notice, date of arrival, weight of
heaviest lift, method of lifting, storage requirements and senders address.
Reception and checking reports are generated per shipment for the site
personnel to make acceptance approval, handing over reports to erection
contractor are generated etc.
Other reports are generated when a purchase order has been completed
and received on site and sent to the economy department. Reports are
generated on monthly basis listing all installed equipment and weight
summary.

Paper work and data validation
A lot of paperwork can be saved with the
MaTrax system. All information only has
to be typed once, and can then be
shared between the companies,
Supplier - BWSC - Erection
Contractor. No papers need to be
printed, mailed or send.
Data is easy to validate through
reporting, and is easy to create storages
in the system. MaTrax also includes a
storage management system.
MaTrax can handle spare part storage,
bulk storage, off site warehouses and
reloading at shipping companies.

MaTrax makes it easy to follow, assure, verify and status report on large
scale as well as small scale project
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